In coastal basins HF radar, HFR, is a cost-effective monitoring technique that allows to obtain high-resolution continuous surface currents, providing new insights for understanding small-scale coastal ocean transport and dispersion processes. In the last years the use of Lagrangian diagnosis to study mixing and transport properties is growing in importance. A common condition among all the Lagrangian techniques is that complete spatial and temporal velocity data is required to compute the 5 trajectories of virtual particles in the flow. However, hardware or software failures in HFR can compromise the availability of data, resulting in incomplete spatial coverage fields or non-data periods. In this regard, several methods have been widely used to fill spatio-temporal gaps in HFR measurements. Despite the growing relevance of these systems there are still many open questions concerning the reliability of the gap-filling methods for the Lagrangian assessment of the coastal ocean dynamics. In this paper, we first develop a new methodology to fill gaps in the HFR velocity field based on Self-Organizing Maps (SOM).
Introduction
Coastal marine ecosystems are receiving growing attention in the last decades due to their significant contribution to the 20 world ocean's primary production (Cloern et al., 2014) , to the global fisheries (Pauly et al., 2008) and to the global carbon are nowadays widely used to fill spatio-temporal gaps in HFR measurements. We briefly explain these two methods.
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The Open Modal Analysis (OMA, Kaplan and Lekien (2007) ) is based on a set of linearly independent modes that are calculated before they are fit to the data and describe all possible current patterns inside a two-dimensional domain (taking into account the open boundaries and the coastline). The amplitude of those modes is then fit to current measurements inside the domain. The OMA analysis considers the kinematic constraints imposed on the velocity field by the coast since the OMA modes are calculated taking into account the coastline by setting a zero normal flow constraint. Depending on these constraints 5 they can be limited in representing localized small-scale features as well as flow structures near open boundaries. Besides, difficulties may arise when dealing with gappy data, especially when the horizontal gap size is larger than the minimal resolved length scale (Kaplan and Lekien, 2007) or when there is just data from one antenna. In the case of large gaps, unphysically fitted currents can occur in areas without data if the gaps are larger than the smallest spatial scale of the modes, since the mode amplitudes are not sufficiently constrained by the data (Kaplan and Lekien, 2007) . That is why for the practical application 10 of OMA it is recommended to get a compromise between limiting the number of modes used to those whose spatial scale is larger than the largest gap and allowing a sufficient number of modes to correctly represent the spatial variance of the original fields (knowing that the spatial smoothing increases as the number of modes decreases). For this work, we used the OMA modules in the HFR Progs Matlab package (https://cencalarchive.org/ocmpmb/COCMPwiki/) to process radial velocities into total currents. Setting a minimum spatial scale of 20km, 85 OMA modes were built for the regular grid shown in Figure 1 . OMA 15 is especially useful to obtain a solution in the base line area (i.e. the area between the two radar antennas where total currents cannot be computed directly from radial information) and has been used to provide fields to compute accurate trajectories (Solabarrieta et al., 2016; and surface Lagrangian transport in coastal basins (Rubio et al., 2018; .
The Data Interpolating EOFs (DINEOF) is an EOF based iterative methodology used to interpolate gaps or missing data in 20 geophysical datasets (Beckers and Rixen, 2003; Alvera-Azcárate et al., 2005) . The technique is applied to a N ×M data matrix, where N is the size of spatial locations of the geophysical field, and M the time dimension of the data. Before the methodology is initialized, part of the initially non-missing data is removed from the data matrix, and stored for cross-validation. Then anomalies are computed by removing the time mean at each location, and gaps or missing data are replaced by zero value anomalies. At this point the data matrix is iteratively decomposed and rebuilt by means of an EOF analysis with a fixed number 25 of EOFs. Values of originally missing gaps evolve through this iteration until a convergence is met. Changing the number of EOFs, a set of such iterations is produced using a different number of EOFs in each repetition. The optimal number of EOFs is then deduced by cross-validation comparing the initially stored data with the different versions of the reconstructed data. Once the optimal number is deduced, the originally retained data are introduced back in the data matrix, and a final reconstruction is made using the optimal number of EOFs.
30
DINEOF was introduced by Beckers and Rixen (2003) , Alvera-Azcárate et al. (2005) and Alvera-Azcárate et al. (2007) in both univariate and multivariate forms. First applications were applied to Sea Surface Temperature and Ocean Color (e.g. Alvera-Azcárate et al., 2005; Ganzedo et al., 2011; Volpe et al., 2012; Esnaola et al., 2012; Beckers et al., 2014; AlveraAzcárate et al., 2015) , but the technique has also been applied to other variables like Sea Surface Salinity (Alvera-Azcárate et al., 2016) . Here DINEOF will be applied to the combination of radial currents from the two antennas. Like in previous 35 
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SOM
Here a new methodology has been developed in order to reconstruct HF radar velocity fields in the statistical framework of the Self-Organizing Maps (SOM) analysis. SOM, is a powerful visualization technique based on an unsupervised learning 5 neural network, which is especially suited to extract patterns in large datasets (Kohonen, 1982 (Kohonen, , 1997 . SOM is a nonlinear mapping implementation method that reduces the high dimensional feature space of the input data to a lower dimensional (usually two dimensional) networks of units called neurons. In this way, SOM is able to compress the information contained in a large amount of data in a single set of maps. The learning process algorithm consists in a presentation of the input data to a preselected neuronal network, which is modified during an iterative process. Each neuron (or unit) is represented by a weight 10 vector with the number of components equal to the dimension of the input sample data. In each iteration the neuron whose weight vector is closest (more similar) to the presented sample input data vector, called Best-Matching Unit (BMU), is updated together with its topological neighbors located at a distance less than R n towards the input sample through a neighborhood function. Therefore, the resulting patterns will exhibit some similarity because the SOM process assumes that a single sample of data (input vector) contributes to the creation of more than one pattern, as the whole neighborhood around the best matching 15 pattern is also updated in each step of training. It also results in a more detailed assimilation of particular features appearing on neighboring patterns, if the information from the original data enables to do so. At the end of the training process, the probability density function of the input data is approximated by the SOM and each unit is associated with a reference pattern, with a number of components equal to the number of variables in the dataset, so this process can be interpreted as a local summary or generalization of similar observations.
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For typical remote sensing imagery, the SOM can be applied to both space and time domain. Here, since we are interested in the reconstruction of HF currents, we have addressed the analysis in the spatial domain of the datasets. In this case the input row vector has been built using the radial velocities maps at each time, so each neuron corresponds to a characteristic radial velocities spatial pattern, composed of a specific spatial distribution of different values of radial velocities over the coverage area of the HFR. Since each step iteration has associated a time and location of the sample, we can obtain the time of a particular 25 spatial pattern computing the BMU for each time, providing a time series of the corresponding spatial pattern.
From these ideas, we can deduce the following simple algorithm for reconstructing missing values in the HFR velocity field from the available HFR data: (i) Initialization: Set up of the initial neural network. Each neuron (or SOM unit) has associated a weight vector, W, composed of random values of HFR radial velocities (called Random initialization).
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(ii) Training process: Radial HFR velocities values at a time t i (Map of HFR velocities, U(x,t i )) are used as input vectors, V i =U(x,t i ), to iteratively feed the neural network. This process is divided in two phases: a rough training using a larger 6 Ocean Sci. Discuss., https://doi.org/10.5194/os-2018-26 Manuscript under review for journal Ocean Sci. 
(vii) Replace all NaNs: Repeat (v) and (vi) for all the points with missing values.
The ability of this method relies on the precision of identifying the proper BMU that describes accurately the missing dynamics. We try to optimize the algorithm by using as input vector a concatenation of three maps of HFR velocities at three different dates. Thus we force the method to distinguish between three maps instead of one, avoiding the selection of a bad
15
BMUs, in particular when the HFR velocity map has a large number of missing points at the time t 0 and there are not the enough number of points to compare with the SOM patterns. The input vector is thus V i =[U(x,t 0 -∆t),U(x,t 0 ),U(x,t 0 +∆t)]. We have checked different values of ∆t and we have found that the best results are found when using ∆t = 4 hours.
Initialization, training process and final output of the SOM algorithm have to be tuned up in order to optimize the results and the computational cost by selecting particular control parameters. For instance, the optimal size of map (number of neurons)
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depends on the number of samples and on the complexity of the patterns to be analyzed. We choose the map size as [50 x 50], with 2500 neurons. Using different sizes, for instance [100 x 100], the spatial patterns are more detailed and more variability of patterns emerge. However, these new patterns make difficult to find the proper BMUs for the specific date providing considerable problems to accurately reconstruct the desire field in the mixing points. The opposite happens using a reduced number of neurons, patterns are concentrated together in few rough patterns without discriminating regions with different dynamical 25 processes. We use hexagonal map lattice in order to have equidistant neighbors and do not introduce anisotropy artifact. Concerning to the initialization, we opted for random mode. There are other initializations, i.e. based on linear combination of the EOFs modes of the HFR velocities, but all of them yield similar results. We choose random initialization since is faster as well as missing data is accepted. For the training process we use the imputation batch training algorithm (Vatanen et al., 2015) adapted for data with missing values, and 'gaussian' type neighborhood function since this parameter configuration produces 30 a good compromise between quantitative and topological error and computational cost (Liu et al., 2006) . The neighborhood Comparing with the conventional statistical methods like the EOF and k-means, SOM is able to introduce nonlinear correlations and it does not require any particular functional relationship or distribution assumptions about the data, i.e., distribution 5 normality or equality of the variance (Liu et al., 2006 (Liu et al., , 2016 . SOM has been applied in a wide range of scientific disciplines.
Among others, it has been used in climate sciences (Cavazos et al., 2002) , in genetics, working with DNA sequences (Nikkilä et al., 2002) , or ecological sciences applications (Chon, 2011) . In the physical and biological oceanography context SOM has also been used in several studies (Charantonis et al., 2015; Liu and Weisberg, 2005; Liu et al., 2016; Richardson et al., 2003; Hales et al., 2012; . However, to our knowledge, applications of SOM analysis on the 10 reconstruction of HF radar velocity fields have not been addressed.
Experiments: Catalog of HFR Gaps
The most common real scenarios for spatial gaps in HFR data are mainly represented by individual antenna failures, range and/or bearing reduction. The radio signal emitted by an HFR travels along and back through the ocean surface due to the conductivity of the ocean and the currents velocity is measured based on the Bragg scattering phenomena (Barrick et al., 1977) 15 of the received signal. Any affection to this process will result in gaps in the final data. Among the most common reasons to find spatio-temporal data gaps in radial (and total) are adverse environmental conditions and/or electromagnetic problems as the lack of Bragg scattering ocean waves, severe ocean wave conditions, the occurrence of radio interference or changes of the electromagnetic field in the vicinity of the antennas which lead to invalid antenna patterns and calibration parameters.
Additionally there is a permanent region between the antennas, the so-called baseline, where the total currents cannot be 20 computed in an accurate way. The baseline between two HFR sites is defined as the area where the radial components from the two sites make an angle of less than 30°, so the total velocity vectors created from radial data within this data contain greater uncertainties. The solution in the baseline is normally not computed, so we observe a data gap in an area which is delimited by the rule of GDOP (Barrick, 2002) and the limits set to this quality control parameter in the processing of the data from radials to totals. The permanent spatial gap in the baseline, frequently located near the coastal area between the antennas, is an issue 25 than can be problematic for the assessment of the dynamics of some areas.
In order to characterize the most typical and realistic gap types observed in the Basque HFR system, K-means classification algorithm (Hastie et al., 2009) , henceforth KMA, is applied to the real radial data for 2014. Previous to applying the KMA, the radial data are converted to 1 or 0 values, depending on the availability or absence of data for each radial position, respectively.
Then KMA are used to classify the dataset into a specified number of groups according to the similarity in the distribution 30 of gaps exhibited in the HFR data set (Hastie et al., 2009) . The selection of the number of groups was done qualitatively, as proposed by Guanche (2014) . In our case we choose to keep 16 groups since this number of groups facilitates the interpretation of the gaps scenarios without loosing variability of the data set ( Figure S1 in supplementary material). Groups 1, 5, 8, 9, 10, 14 and 15 are considered as representatives of good data coverage; groups 4, 6, 7, 11 and 13 contain most of the common scenarios of spatial data-gap; and finally, groups 2, 3, 12 and 16 show situations with no data (or very few) for any of the two antennas (no totals currents can be produced). Examples of good coverage and gap scenarios corresponding to individual antenna failure, range reduction and bearing are shown in Figure 2 . Since the goal of this work is to evaluate different gap-filling methodologies in real situations, the different groups repre- These gap scenarios (from now on referred as experiment A, B, C and D) are used to test the SOM, DINEOF and OMA gap-filling methodologies evaluating their robustness from the Lagrangian point of view. For OMA, total maps are generated using OMA directly on radial data. For DINEOF and SOM, hourly radials are gap-filled first and then totals are generated using the same least mean square algorithm (spatial interpolation radius of 10km) used to build the reference data series (i.e.
from the reference radial files with no gaps). We use conventional statistical metrics to measure difference between gap-filled and observation data to quantity methodology skill with respect to observed HF Radar data: absolute relative error (ARE), mean bias (MB), and root mean squared error (RMS). Denoting a set of reference observational values as R, corresponding data obtained from the filled velocity field as G, 15 using brackets to denote the mean of the set, and a prime to denote perturbations from the mean, i.e., G =G-< G >, these error metrics are defined as: 
where N is the number of pixels in the velocity field. 
Comparison of trajectories
Synthetic trajectories are computed advecting particles in the HFR original dataset (to be used as reference) and also in the OMA, SOM and DINEOF gap-filled currents to make comparisons. Trajectories are computed using a fouth-order RungeKutta integration scheme and a bilinear interpolation of the gridded velocity field both in space and time. The mean distance
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of separation averaged over all the comparison pairs of trajectories (reference trajectories vs. simulated trajectories with the reconstructed current fields) has been plotted against time for each experiment in Figure 7 . After 10-15 hours, the differences start to be visible in all the cases. In all the experiments, DINEOF and SOM show lower separation distances and a similar behavior, while OMA method is the one showing the highest errors, in particular in the case of failure of one of the antennas (Experiment C). In this case OMA capability to fill the gaps is limited (as discussed in Kaplan and Lekien (2007) ) and the are slightly better, in all of the experiments. On the contrary, this distance reach values of 5 km after 24 hours in the case of OMA. Real and simulated trajectories have been previously compared in several works (Kalampokis et al., 2016) and also by Solabarrieta et al. (2016) , for the same study area. Our results show that the separation distances after 24 hours of simulation between the reference fields and the gap-filled fields are lower than this observed between HFR and real drifters. This means that the performance of the three methods used here is very good, although best performances are observed for the SOM 5 method compared to OMA and DINEOF.
The spatial distribution of longitude and latitude distances between real and simulated trajectories has also been analyzed in order to detect any anisotropy in the differences between them (Figure 8) . The results show the same behavior of the temporal separation distances between the different methodologies and experiments; DINEOF and SOM yield better results than OMA.
It is worth to note that OMA capability decreases in the half west part of the study area in all the experiments and specially when there is a functioning failure in one of the two antennas (Experiment C). It is also noticeable that the separation distance values are lower in this experiment for DINEOF than for SOM. This was not appreciable in the time comparison of the distance of separation figures but we see it in the spatial distribution after 72 hours of integration. Generally, all the methodologies show lower separation distances in the central and East part of the study area than in the West which demonstrates that the capabilities of the methodologies have spatial variations and they are not uniform. 
where τ (δ, rδ) is the time (τ ) needed for the initial perturbation δ (pair-particles separation) to grow rδ averaged over all the 5 particles pairs for every initial perturbation δ and a fixed threshold rate, r. A small value (r < 2) allows capturing the relative dispersion driven by small coherent features and not close to 1 to avoid aliasing problems associated with the time step of particle advection at small scales (Lacorata et al., 2001; Haza et al., 2008) . FSLE is a measure of relative dispersion where the spatial variable is the independent variable.
We evaluate how the fact of filling the gaps affects the dynamical scales resolved by the HF Radar. Fig. 9 shows the averaged type of spectrum (Klein et al., 2008; Capet et al., 2008) , suggesting that ageostrophic velocities and frontogenesis are contributing in the lateral dispersion at these scales (Callies and Ferrari, 2013) . This means that the separation rate is controlled by structures with size comparable with the separation itself, therefore the dispersion regime is local. The slope of the FSLE curve derived from the REF HFR velocity field is in agreement with previous modeling studies, with a slope similar to those derived from surface synthetic drifter trajectories integrated by high-resolution numerical simulations (Choi et al., a strong smoothing character, removing small features from the velocity field, as reported in previous Eulerian studies (Kaplan and Lekien, 2007) .
Comparing with other observational studies using HFR the λ obtained from our computations is one order of magnitude (Poje et al., 2014) or in the Mediterranean Sea (Schroeder et al., 2011; Griffa et al., 2013) have found higher values of λ(δ) at these scales. Regional differences as well as possible observational biases, could explain these discrepancies values of FSLE.
For instance, differences in the topographic boundaries, the presence of coastal jets, tidal currents, particular wind regimes, etc, can influence the dynamics affecting the transport processes at the coastal sea surface. Next we evaluate the effect on the LCS obtained from the three methodologies with the REF-LCS. FSLE is used to obtain the LCS by computing the minimum growth time of pair-particles separations from δ to rδ among the four neighbors for each position in order to obtain a FSLE map. In this case, r has to take large values ( r » 2) to adequately distinguish regions of 10 extrema in the FSLE field. Note that in this case the average over the pair of particles in Eq. 6 is omitted.
First we compare some snapshots of the LCS derived from the three reconstructed HFR in order to see how different can be the dynamical structures (Fig. 10) . We only show LCS from two experiments, A and C, since the results obtained in the experiments B, and D are similar to those of the experiment A. The computed Lagrangian structures look rather the same in the case of SOM and DINEOF, despite the large number of missing points reconstructed in both experiments. This is 15 also confirmed by computing the histograms of the FSLE (not shown), which turn out very similar. This is likely due to the averaging process along trajectories performed to compute the FSLE which tends to remove possible errors introduced in the reconstructed velocity fields (Hernández-Carrasco et al., 2011) . FSLE is robust against the gaps in the HFR velocity field.
On the other hand OMA is the most affected methodology regarding LCS computations. Even if not very dramatic, one can see some differences in the shape as well as in the location of OMA-LCS with respect to the REF-LCS, as happens in the 20 Experiment C (Fig. 10 b) .
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Residence times
Other Lagrangian quantity suitable to describe transport process is the residence times (RT) (Buffoni et al., 1996; Hernández-Carrasco et al., 2013) . RT is commonly used to characterize the fluid interchange between different oceanic regions and is 10 defined as the interval of time that a particle remains in an area before crossing a particular boundary. To compute RT particles are initially located on the grid points of the HFR velocity field and are integrated in time during 14 days. We only consider 14 days owing to the short period of the available data without missing values (REF field) . In these computations we assign the maximum possible value of RT (14 days) to the particles that remain in the area without crossing the pre-selected boundary after the 14 days of integration. for the experiment C, as can be seen in Figure 13 b (OMA panel) with larger values of RT in the west and in the south-east region of the HFR domain. To further analyze the periods when the reconstruction methods introduce more errors in the RT computations we plot the In order to reveal regions where the effect of the reconstruction on the RT is the strongest we compute the time average of the 10 relative error for all the experiments (Fig. 15 ). This figure shows that, as seen for the LCS comparison, regions of accumulated large and small errors are the same for SOM and DINEOF and that this spatial distribution of the error is quite similar for the four experiments. OMA shows different regions with large errors, presenting the greatest number of points distributed through the HFR domain with large error. A common feature is that the three methods yield large errors near southern coastline and in the west and northwest area of the HFR domain. It suggests that the three methods are removing some dynamical feautures Contrary to SOM, and to a lesser degree to DINEOF, one of the main advantages of using OMA is that this method does not need a long time series of data and therefore it can be used immediately after installing the HFR system. Also, OMA 15 allows the reconstruction of total velocities in areas of large GDOP, which also represents an advantage since it enables a larger spatial coverage. Besides DINEOF has the advantage of not requiring a long training dataset and do not having a subjective parameters. On the other hand, SOM is able to introduce nonlinear correlations in the computation of the patterns as well as to manage data sets with missing values.
These experiments also show that the developed SOM methodology is suitable to accurately reconstruct HFR velocity fields.
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The results indicate that the SOM is able to encode properly the dynamical patterns present in turbulent flows. This is a very promising result and opens up new possibilities for applying this methodology for the inference of HFR at the dates with not available data. Although SOM and DINEOF methods yield good results, it is worthy to note that in this study we have used a simple algorithm based on the HFR dataset their own, which will be improved in future works performing the analysis on HFR velocities coupled with other oceanic variables. Moreover, a more rigorous sensitive analysis is needed to know the 25 temporal coverage needed to obtain reliable reconstructed velocities field and to optimize the algorithm in terms of errors and computational cost.
A good approximation to obtain an optimal reconstruction of the velocity field could be the combination of this methodologies. For instance, firstly filling the gaps of the radial velocities by using SOM or DINEOF and then reconstructing the total velocities through OMA. It would allow to obtain a wider coverage without removing small scale features. 
